Global Studies Spring 2020 Course Listing

GS 001-010 - Introduction To Global Studies MW 0920-1035, 4 credits
   Fennell, Vera CRN: 11181 BUG, SS

GS.POLS 003-010 - Comparative Politics MW 1045-1200, 4 credits
   Laible, Janet CRN: 12464 BUG, SS

GS.HIS.LAS 050-010 - Modern Latin America TR 0920-1035, 4 credits
   Zepeda Cortes, Maria Barbara CRN: 13702 BUG, SS

GS.REL.ASIA 077-010 - The Islamic Tradition MW 1335-1450, 4 credits
   Hussain, Khurram CRN: 14690 HU

GS.POLS.PHIL 100-010 - Intro To Political Thought TR 0920-1035, 4 credits
   Matthews, Richard CRN: 12277 BUG

GS.HIS 101-010 - Histories Of Globalization TR 1045-1200, 4 credits
   Pece, Ugur CRN: 13689 BUG, HU

GS.ART.AAS 124-010 - Arts of the Black World MW 1115-1230, 4 credits
   Kart, Susan CRN: 14609 BUG, HU

GS.MLL 128-011 - World Stories MW 1210-1325, 4 credits
   Landry, Olivia CRN: 13868 BUG, HU

GS.REL 196-010 - Muslims and Media TR 1335-1450, 4 credits
   Rozehnal, Robert CRN: 14738 HU, WRIT
   Amid the global "war on terror," media coverage of Islam and Muslims dominates news headlines around the world. At the same time, studies show the vast majority of Americans know virtually nothing about the basic facts of Islamic history, beliefs and practices--and the realities of everyday Muslim life around the world. Using webpages, social media, and films, this course explores how Muslims are portrayed in popular media narratives. With attention to a variety of cross-cultural and transnational settings, we also examine how tech-savvy Muslims deploy media to give voice to their own experiences. Topics include: Islamophobia, Islamic law, political Islam and terrorism, gender debates, music and pop culture, artistic and literary expressions, and Sufism.

GS.ART.AAS 221-010 - Global Contemporary Art F 0920-1200, 4 credits
   Kart, Susan CRN: 12670 BUG, HU, WRIT

GS.ANTH 317-010 - So You Want to Save the World TR 0920-1035, 4 credits
   Whitehouse, Bruce CRN: 14624 SS

GS.SOC 319-010 - Political Econ Globalization TR 1335-1450, 4 credits
   Austin, Kelly CRN: 12424 BUG, SS, WRIT

GS 319-100 - Political Econ Globalization TR 1335-1450, 4 credits
   Austin, Kelly CRN: 14711 BUG, SS, WRIT
GS.HIS 347-010 - French Revolution & Napoleon MW 1500-1615, 4 credits
Savage, John CRN: 14797 HU

GS 390 - Readings in Global Studies 1 to 4 credits HU
GS 391 - Directed Research 1 to 4 credits SS
GS 392 - Internship In Global Studies 1 to 4 credits SS
GS 394 - Honors Thesis 1 to 4 credits SS

ANTH 011-010 - Cultural Diversity and Human Nature TR 1335-1450, 4 credits
Zent, Stanford CRN: 12440 BUD, SS

ANTH 011-011 - Cultural Diversity and Human Nature MW 1045-1200, 4 credits
Zent, Stanford CRN: 14238 BUD, SS

IR 010-010 - Introduction to World Politics MW 1500-1615, 4 credits
Madeira, Mary Anne CRN: 11571 BUG, GS, SS